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INTERNATIONAL SKI FEDERATION
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Switzerland
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Oberhofen, 01.06.2018

Minutes Sub-Committee for Classification of Alpine Competitors
Westin Resort Costa Navarino (GRE), Monday, 14.05.2018
Dear Ski Friends,
We have pleasure sending you the Minutes of the 98th Meeting of the Sub-Committee for
Classification of Alpine Competitors held in Costa Navarino (GRE), 14.05.2018.
You are kindly asked to send any remarks to the FIS Alpine Office in Oberhofen no later
than 30th June 2018 (flere@fisski.com)
Thank you very much for your valuable cooperation.

Kindest regards,

Jeff Weinman
Chairman Sub-Committee for Classification

Meeting Sub-Committee for Classification of Alpine Competitors
Monday, 14.05.2018, 14.00 – 16.00 hrs, Room “Cosmos 1A/B”
Minutes
1.

Welcome and opening of the meeting
The chair, Jeff Weinman (USA), called the meeting to order. He welcomed the
members and guests and thanked them for their participation.

2.

Members present
Janez Fleré (FIS) called the role of voting members and identified alternates –
attached.

3.

Approval of the agenda
Weinman stated that the two country group proposals, listed as 7.1 and 7.5, would be
taken as one item under 7.1. The agenda was approved without objection.

4.

Approval of the minutes of the meeting at Hotel Hilton Zurich (SUI), October 2017
The minutes were approved as distributed without objection.

5.

Reports
5.1 Chairman
Weinman reported that there was one item which the sub-committee reviewed
during the season concerning the application of the rules for over-quota athletes.
He thanked the members who responded and noted that there were many good
comments returned with the votes, and that the result was to confirm the rules as
they were applied.
Weinman thanked the members of the FIS staff for their work throughout the
season.
5.2

Janez Fleré, FIS Office
Flere reported that it was a busy season as he took the lead role with
administration in addition to his on-hill responsibilities. He thanked the TDs and
administrators for their work and for keeping him informed of changes to the
calendar. He suggested that he may need to develop a template of how requests
for calendar changes should be submitted to ensure accuracy.

5.3

Daniel Défago, FIS Office
Défago reported that the Data group met last week and the Timing group met
earlier that day.
There will be changes to the Timing Technical Data Report which will include the
removal of the requirement to sync between runs.
Défago showed the new F-Values for the coming Olympic period as follows:

DH
SL
GS
SG
AC

1250
720 730
980 1010
1080 1190
1150 1360

The new F-Values were approved without objection.
6.

Special Quotas Southern Hemisphere

The special quotas for Southern Hemisphere were approved without objection.
7.

Proposals:
7.1. art 7.1.7 Country group (BEL and CYP)
7.1.7 Country Groups
- For CAN-USA / DEN-FIN-ISL-NOR-SWE / ARG-BOL-BRA-CHI / AUS-FIJNZL / CHN-JPN-KOR-MGL-IND-PAK / LBN-ROU-RSA-CYP-LUX-PORAND-SRB-MON-SMR-IRL: maximum 30 (FRA (Pyrenees) – ESP-AND: 40)
for each nation for races organised in a country of that country group.
- For the following countries: ARM-BIH-BUL-CRO-CZE-GRE-HUN-KAZMNE-SRB-MKD-POL-RUS-SLO-SVK-TUR-IRI-UZB-UKR the quota is 30 in
events races organised in one of the bordering countries.
- For the following countries: BIH-BUL-SLO-SRB double quota for each
nation for races organised in a country of the country group in case race is
not filled up to a maximum of 140 racers on the draw board.
- For BEL-DEN-LUX-NED / BIH-BUL-CYP-GRE-MKD: the quota of 30 for
each nation for races organised in a country of the country group.
- For competitions races in LIE the neighboring countries SUI and AUT
receive a quota of 30.

The organising nation always has a quota according art. 7.1.6.
The proposals to add two new country groups were approved without
objection.
7.2. art 5.3 Printing Deadlines FIS lists (USA)
5.3. Printing Deadlines and validity of the Individual Lists
The printing deadlines and validity dates are published on the FIS website.
FIS points lists will be issued every two (2) three (3) weeks during the
Northern Hemisphere season.

The proposal to change to a two-week list period during the northern
hemisphere season was approved. Note that list 13 will be calculated on a
Monday due to the WSC; organisers and TD’s will need to be sure to submit
and certify results for inclusion in a timely manner.
7.3. art 4 FIS Points minimum penalty (SUI)
Minimum FIS penalty
4.2.1.3
For a competitor who has not obtained results in any of the alpine events
(Downhill, Slalom, Giant Slalom, Super G or Alpine Combined), during
the past season period, a 50% (>) will be added to his previous BL
points. Competitors who are ranked between 1 and 30 on the previous
BL will be ranked 31st and they will get the FIS points equivalent to the
31st rank. These competitors must remain registered as active with the
FIS.
4.2.1.5
4.2.1.6

If a competitor drops out of the top 30 of the WCSL at the time of the BL
calculation, he will receive his real FIS Points (min. 6 FIS Points).
Correction Value (Z)
Before the allocation of points for the top 30 WCSL takes place (only at
the beginning of the season), a correction value (Z) will be calculated.

4.2.2.2

If a competitor drops out of the top 30 of the WCSL during the current
period he will receive his real FIS points if the calculated points are
better than the BL (min. 6 FIS Points).

4.3

Integration of the World Cup Starting List (WCSL)
The top 30 competitors on the WCSL will be allocated FIS points
between 0 (zero) and 5.99.

4.3.1

Formula for the Conversion of the top 30 WCSL
WCSL1- WCSLx
Ax = WCSL1- WCSL 30 * 5.99
WCSL1
=
WCSL points of the 1st WCSL
WCSL30 =
WCSL points of the 30th WCSL
WCSLx
=
WCSL points of the competitor in position x
Ax
=
According to WCSL differences converted FIS points
4.5

Category Adder and Minimum/Maximum-Value
The category adder and minimum/maximum values will be published on
each current valid FIS points list (1st page).

Category
Minimum penalty
OWG, WC, WSC:
0.00
COC, ECOM,UVS,WJC:
615.00
NC:
820.00
AWG, CISM, CIT,CITWC, CORP, EQUA, EYOF, FIS, FQUA,
JUN, NJC, NJR, UNI, YOG:
923.00
ENL.
640.00

4.6.1.2

WCSL Top 30
Athletes who are ranked in the top 30 of the WCSL at the time of their
injury and who will be ranked outside top 30 of the WCSL after applying
the single penalty according to art. 21.4 of the World Cup rules, will get
the better of their normally calculated FIS points for the BL or the points
of the rank in the BL FIS point list which equates to their rank in the
WCSL.

5.2
*

Identification
Base List
Injury status protection according art. 4.2.1.4
Competitors who have only one result in that event during the past
season art. 4.2.1.2 (20%)
Competitors who have not obtained results in the event during the past
season art. 4.2.1.3 (50%)
Points confirmation
Injured but real points
Outside top 30 of the WCSL after applying single penalty, art 4.6.2.1

+
>
C
!

The proposal to change the minimum FIS penalties was approved by the FIS
Council as follow:

4.2.1.3

For a competitor who has not obtained results in any of the alpine events
(Downhill, Slalom, Giant Slalom, Super G or Alpine Combined), during
the past season period, a 50% (>) will be added to his previous BL
points. Competitors who are ranked between 1 and 30 on the previous
BL will be ranked 31st and they will get the FIS points equivalent to the
31st rank. These competitors must remain registered as active with the
FIS.

4.2.1.5

If a competitor drops out of the top 30 of the WCSL at the time of the BL
calculation, he will receive his real FIS Points (min. 6 FIS Points).

4.2.1.6

Correction Value (Z) Before the allocation of points for the top 30 WCSL
takes place (only at the beginning of the season), a correction value (Z)
will be calculated.

4.2.2.2

If a competitor drops out of the top 30 of the WCSL during the current
period he will receive his real FIS points if the calculated points are
better than the BL (min. 6 FIS Points).

4.3

Integration of the World Cup Starting List (WCSL) The top 30
competitors on the WCSL will be allocated FIS points between 0 (zero)
and 5.99.

4.3.1

Formula for the Conversion of the top 30 WCSL
WCSL1- WCSLx
Ax = WCSL1- WCSL 30 * 5.99
WCSL1
=
WCSL points of the 1st WCSL

WCSL30
WCSLx
Ax
=
4.5

=
WCSL points of the 30th WCSL
=
WCSL points of the competitor in position x
According to WCSL differences converted FIS points

Category Adder and Minimum/Maximum-Value The category adder and
minimum/maximum values will be published on each current valid FIS
points list (1st page).
Category
Minimum penalty
OWG, WC, WSC:
0.00
COC, ECOM,UVS,WJC:
615.00
NC:
820.00
AWG, CISM, CIT,CITWC, CORP, EQUA, EYOF, FIS, FQUA,
JUN, NJC, NJR, UNI, YOG:
923.00
ENL.
640.00

4.6.1.2

WCSL Top 30
Athletes who are ranked in the top 30 of the WCSL at the time of their
injury and who will be ranked outside top 30 of the WCSL after applying
the single penalty according to art. 21.4 of the World Cup rules, will get
the better of their normally calculated FIS points for the BL or the points
of the rank in the BL FIS point list which equates to their rank in the
WCSL.

5.2

Identification
* Base List
Injury status protection according art. 4.2.1.4
+ Competitors who have only one result in that event during the past
season art. 4.2.1.2 (20%)
> Competitors who have not obtained results in the event during the
past season art. 4.2.1.3 (50%)
C Points confirmation
- Injured but real points
! Outside top 30 of the WCSL after applying single penalty, art 4.6.2.1

The Council approved the changes proposed for the FIS point calculation system
and minimum penalties from the start of the 2018-2019 season, but not applying the
new system retroactively.
The proposal to change the minimum FIS penalties was approved.
Note:
During the 2018 FIS Congress in Costa Navarino (GRE), the Council agreed to the
proposal to change the minimum penalties for alpine competitions and eliminate the
artificial FIS points of the World Cup Start List top 30 athletes (starting 1st July 2018).
However, they did not agree to the retroactive application of that change based on the
simulation list prepared during the past two seasons.
Based upon that decision, the following procedures will be utilized in FIS alpine
competition for season 2018-19: the Base List, seeding of competitions, penalty and

race point calculations, and subsequent Normal FIS point lists (NL) will use the same
system as in season 2017-18.
A parallel system will run using the new minimum penalties of 0/15/20/23/60. That
parallel system will score every race using the new minimum. The data developed
under that parallel system will be the basis for the 2019-20 Base List (BL). No Normal
FIS list (NL) will be produce with the result of the parallel system before 1st July 2019.
See below the example how a FIS results will be loaded on the Website:

7.4. art 4.4.7 Average top 20 started racers (GER)
The proposal to include an adder based upon the top 20 finishing racers was tabled for
further review and analysis.
8.

FIS Points rules 2018/2019
The Rules for the FIS Alpine Points will be updated based upon the changes made
during this meeting and will be available in the Fall.

9.

Miscellaneous
There was no other business.

10.

Next meeting
The next regular meeting of the sub-committee will be held during the FIS Autumn
Meeting, Zurich (SUI), 25th to 29th September 2018.

11.

Closing of the meeting
Weinman closed the meeting thanking everyone for their work and wishing them a
pleasant summer and a good southern hemisphere season.
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